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in St. Louis:
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From Chinatown
HUPING LING
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A
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Francisco
and New York who were
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hand
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and
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of
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they did not welcome
as
them
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"peculiar"
Hop Alley was seen

patronized
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place where
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such as opium manufactur
and murder
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ing, smuggling,
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and energy until
1966 when
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numbers
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with
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10,000 visitors. More
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than forty community
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a wide array of community
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ranging from cul
to the annual Chinese Culture Days held in
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one understand
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acting with

this phenomenon
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For more

of a not quite
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I have
than a decade,
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How
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to be an observer
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evolution.

work
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and archives,
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a model
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DEFINING CULTURAL COMMUNITY
AND ITS SIGNIFICANCE
a new
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as
a
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in
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through
and
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various
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and achieved
their cultural heritage
preserved
a
ethnic
physical
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recognizable
A cultural community
also can be identified by its economy,
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the overwhelming
popu
raphy, and geography.
Economically,
majority
organized

institutions.

They have
solidarity without
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integrated

into the larger
does not sig
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therefore,
economy
as a
affect
the
of
its
members
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well-being
a
a
whole.
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and self-employed
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on the larger economy
than on an
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The former are employed mostly
the
of
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by
the larger society, and the latter, though self-employed,
also depend on
success. The working-class
the general population
for their economic
in terms of population,
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members,
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only a minor
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nomic well-being
is more
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more
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community.
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of the St. Louis

more
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Chinese
organized
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ous community
Moreover,
boundaries,

organizations.
this community
does not have clearly defined
physical
either in the inner city or in the suburbs. Therefore,
the

terms of Chinese American
"ur
settlements?"Chinatowns,"
prevalent
or "ethnoburbs"
ban ghettos," "ethnic enclaves,"
"suburban Chinatowns"
on the physical
communities?
space of the Chinese American
focusing
are less adequate
in explaining
the Chinese American
in St.
community
Louis.7
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of the cultural community
model
the
goes beyond
significance
of
the
St.
Louis
Chinese
American
First, the
interpretation
community.
idea of cultural community
could serve as a new model
for Chinese
American

where
the Chinese
assimilated
communities,
professionally
are not much connected with
into the larger society and their economies
the Chinese
ethnic community.
This model
could be found
in areas
where
there are no Chinese
to
constitute
populations
sufficiently
large
physical
are still

ethnic concentrations,
but the Chinese American
populations
to
substantial
even
form
social
communities
without
enough
boundaries.
The cultural community model
thus could provide

physical
an alternative

the complexity
theory for understanding
rary Chinese American
community.
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model
Second,
helps one
the issue of cultural
A
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identity.
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cause of economic
need of mutual
aid, but because of

of the contempo
better

understand

is formed

not be

the psychological
the Chinese Americans
are
identity. When
or upper-middle-class
scattered throughout middleit
is
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difficult and less practical
to establish a physical Chinese
ethnic concen

need
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a
the
to
form
in the
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necessity
forms of Chinese-language
commu
schools, Chinese
churches, Chinese
Chinese
cultural agencies,
nity organizations,
long-term or ad hoc politi
cal committees,
and cultural celebrations
and social gatherings.
On these
a
the
of
of
number
Chinese
Americans
makes
occasions,
presence
larger
cultural and ethnic identity easily recognizable.
Cultural
identity or eth
the desire

validates
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to the Chinese who
in turn provides
comfort
solidarity
a
ethnic
in
significant
surroundings
regular daily life.
a certain
model
exhibits
Third, the cultural community

nie

do not have

stage of as
in
their
American
groups
experi
ences. History
has indicated that an immigrant or ethnic group's
socio
economic
in America
advancement
goes through three stages:
generally
similation

and acculturation

concentration
1) physical
tion for ethnic
identity;
sense of democracy
Most
immigrant

of ethnic

for economic
and

2) cultural congrega
or coalition
for
participation

survival;

3) political
and justice.8
or ethnic groups in their socioeconomic

in

evolution

American

in an alienating
and less
society need first to survive. Survival
often
environment
and
hostile,
welcoming,
necessarily
inevitably would
result in a practical
of
mutual
which
binds the
aid,
strategy
naturally
members
of an ethnic group together and forms a physical
ethnic com
Such ethnic communities
have historically
as
been identified
munity.
settlements
such as "Germantown,"
or
"Jewishtown,"
"Chinatown,"
replicas of the ethnic groups'
original
cultures signified by the name of capital city of a sending country, such
as "Little Tokyo"
and "Little Saigon."
In this stage, a physical
ethnic
settlement
is essential
to facilitate
the survival of the ethnic group.
an ethnic group has integrated
When
and economically
professionally
into the larger society,
its chief concern
is no longer mutual
aid for
and this change accounts
for the abandonment
of a physical
survival,
ethnic settlement.9
The economically
dis
integrated yet geographically
about how to maintain
and
persed ethnic group is now more concerned
"ghettos,"

preserve

"enclaves,"

its cultural

ethnic

heritage without
up to the 1960s

the physical
ethnic settlement. Eu
had mostly
constituted
the earlier
of America. Most
of these groups had by

ropean immigrants
and larger ethnic components
this time moved
out of the ethnically
distinguished
had merged
or "white" society.
into the mainstream

communities

and

the eco

However,
assimilated
ethnic groups,
the smaller
nomically
European
especially
ones such as the Jews, still have
a
relatively pressing needs to preserve
distinctive
ethnic and religious
to identify themselves.
These
heritage
needs therefore have produced
a variety of Jewish communities
embod
ied

in synagogues,
and cultural
and social gather
schools,
theaters,
Asian
also
have
demonstrated
similar
of
ings.10
immigrants
patterns
of
ethnic
Scholars
have
documented
the impor
preservation
identity.
tance of cultural institutions
such as Christian
churches and community
in stabilizing
the Korean American
in New
communities
organizations
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the 1960s have

In this stage, cultural and social space,
community.
the ethnic community.
rather than physical
space, constitutes
an ethnic group is economically
When
secure, it also actively partici
in
in
of electoral
mainstream
life
the
form
and coalition
pates
political
formed

and
issues to preserve democracy
politics and in currently controversial
of the Organization
of Chinese Ameri
social justice. The establishment
cans in 1973 and its continuing
battles against discrimination
and social
Chinese

injustice against
The "Committee

Americans

are the most

illustrative

examples.
100," formed after the Tiananmen
Square incident
in 1989 and consisting
of 100 prominent Chinese Americans,
has served
a
as an active
to
relation
the United
between
promote
positive
lobby
of

the 1990s, Asian Americans
have been more
involved
in local and national
in order to protect
their civil
politics
an ethnic
In
and
freedom.
this
manifestation
of
stage, political
rights

States

and China.12

Since

ismore visible.
community
In summary,
in the survival
ethnic

community

stage, a physical
In a later stage,

is imperative.
different forms of community

political needs,
social gatherings, political activities,
facilities,
constitute a cultural community.
effectively

concentration
to fulfill

structures
or even

cultural

of an
and

such as cultural

internet/cyberspace

SOURCES AND RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The

sources

in the study can be divided
two
into basically
from American
records and pubic
government
from the Chinese
The formation
and
community.

employed

categories?information
and evidence
media,
evolution
of Chinese
as products

communities

in America

have

been
traditionally
and the enforcement

of American
public policies
and other laws concerning
legislation
and Chinese Americans.
To have a comprehensive

perceived
of immigration
grants
of American

Chinese

immi

understanding
and their practice,
I have gathered
sources
public policies
from three levels of national,
records.13
regional, and municipal
St. Louisans
Chinese
have not been merely
passive victims of institu
tionalized
and discrimination,
exclusion
and racial pro
public prejudice,
have
been
active
who
and
filing;
they
agents
collectively
individually
and their history. For this study, I have devel
shaped their communities
oral history
interview questionnaire
im
oped a standardized
regarding
and
education,
migration
background,
employment,
marriage,
family
for a two-hour
activities
and
interview
interviewed
socio-political
long
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more

than

were

located

sixty

individuals

from

through

the St. Louis

and commercial

business

and were

public
sampling

and private
agencies
of Chinese
Americans

respectively,

have

represented

Journal,
a strong

interviewees

and through
a diverse
to represent
The two local Chinese

in the region.
The St. Louis Chinese

newspapers,
language weekly
and The St. Louis Chinese American
1996

selected

area. The
directories

American

established
voice

News

in 1990 and
of Chinese

St.

Louisans.

I also

that the history
of Chinese
St. Louisans
kept in mind
in isolation. Consequently,
I have placed
studied
the micro
case study of Chinese
St. Louisans
in the broader macro
framework
of
St. Louis history, Chinese
American
and
studies, American
ethnicity
cannot

have

be

urban studies. In this attempt,
studies, and American
immigration
sources.
consulted with both primary and secondary

I have

CHINESE COMMUNITY IN ST. LOUIS FROM THE
PERSPECTIVE OF MIGRATION AND ASSIMILATION THEORIES
The

of cultural community
has emerged
concept
and
of
different
theoretical
study
comparison
hypotheses
tions. Among
American
interest in migration
academics,

after

a careful

and interpreta
and assimila

is nearly as old as the country
a vast
itself. They have produced
literature and countless
to explain how these processes
theories
shape
the national character and account for the experience
of various groups
as they become part of American
society.
While
into the "white"
assimilated
European
immigrants
generally
tion

American

culture after generations
of hard work and sacrifice, Chinese,
with
were
and
Koreans,
along
Japanese
by the public as mem
perceived
bers of a peculiar
race and therefore
and debased
were
deemed
and the study of the peculiarity
of the East Asians
had
"unassimilable";
been classified as the "oriental problem."14
Itwas this "nonassimilability"
of the Chinese
to the Chinese
that contributed
Exclusion
in 1882
Act
that banned the entry of Chinese
laborers into America
until 1943, when
it was finally repealed. Consequently,
on Chinese
scholarship
immigra
tion has largely focused on the causes and impact of the Chinese
exclu
sion laws during the exclusion
era.15
Paul C. P. Siu was

one of the Chinese American
scholars
probably
the
Barth
G?nther
simi
proposed
"sojourner"
hypothesis.16
claimed
that
Chinese
to
accumulate
wealth
and
larly
immigrated
only
return home; this rendered Chinese
in
themselves
incapable of involving

who

first
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with kindred writings
by Asian
Resonating
most
became
Ameri
the
for
theory
linchpin
exclusion
during the 1960s.

culture.17

the sojourning
scholars,18
on Chinese
can scholarship
Two

of American

decades

the sojourning
later, scholars
challenged
theory with
from
the
the
Chinese
established
settle
outset,
that,
permanent
and integrated into the host society in Hawaii19
and in continental

evidence
ments
America.

have

Scholars

documented

the presence

in fishing villages
in the Monterey
areas
of
the
Sacramento-San
agricultural
settlers

in Midwestern

Mountain

in America,

1970s.21 Moreover,
lions of ethnic Americans
a more

in the Rocky
late nineteenth

have

The male/female

after a century

in the

demand

region,

settlements

been

appropriate

representation
on the demographic
Reflecting
thus have incorporated
issues relating

their

cultures

over

ratio of the

of imbalance, finally reached
inspired by the civil rights movement,
began to reassess their cultural heritage
of

as

the Chinese
in the California

Joaquin Delta,
cities during the

region, and
and early-twentieth
centuries.20
In the post-World War
II era, Chinese
communities.
whelmingly
family-oriented
Chinese

Bay

of

parity
mil
and to

in main

stream America.

and social changes,
to family and commu
Rose Hum Lee first studied Chinese
nity into the scholarship.
family
and
institutions
in Chinese
social
communities
of the Rocky
organization
Mountain
the family, marriage,
region.22 Stanford M. Lyman examined
academics

and the community
organizations
own study examined
the changing
the context of marriage.24
Recent
nationalism

studies
and

of Chinese

among the Chinese Americans.23
My
roles of Chinese
in
immigrant women

immigration

have
on

ethnic

seen renewed

interest

in

the

identity,
focusing
impact of political,
and economic
conditions
of the sending countries,
and

cultural, social,
on the patterns of

and settlements.
that immigrants
immigration
Noting
across
have lived lives
borders and maintained
close ties to
geographical
some anthropologists
the
term
"transnationalism"
to
home,
employed
describe
such cross-national,
a
cross-cultural
and
number
phenomena;25
of historians

have

in their monographs.26
Scholars
identity by different approaches.
five types of Chinese
Ling-chi Wang's
study classifies
identity in the
United
in Chinese phrases:
or the
States, all epitomized
(1) luoye guigen
also have probed

endorsed

the meaning

the

idea

of ethnic

or total assimilation,
(2) zhancao-chugen
mentality,
(3) luodi
or
wenzu
or
con
ethnic
and
accommodation,
shenggen
(4) xungen
pride
or
and
the
sciousness,
(5) shigen qunzu
uprooted.27
Asian
scholars
overseas
of Chinese
and American
Meanwhile,
sojourner
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overseas with
their
the identity of Chinese
have associated
sinologists
overseas
host countries. Wang Gungwu
noted that the postwar Chinese
as "descendants
of Chinese
(huayi or huaren)"
preferred to see themselves
as "new kind of local
to "sojourners"
and their communities
(huaqiao),
a broader,
Harvard scholar Tu Wei-ming
proposed
as
not
division
of
China
"cultural
China,"
tripartite
including
only "soci
eties populated
predominantly
by ethnic and cultural Chinese"?Main
land China, Taiwan, Hong Kong
but also the Chinese
and Singapore,

born communities."28

as well
men
as "individual
of 36 million
Chinese
and
. .who
to
understand
China
and
their
try
bring
intellectually
of China to their own linguistic community."29
conception
How does the Chinese
in St. Louis fit the above models?
community

diaspora
women.

Transnationalism
of migrants,
hover within

emphasizes
the Chinese

but

its own

the two-way

or multidirectional
in St. Louis

community
boundaries.
The diasporic
remain as workable
hypotheses,

social

idea of cultural China

movements
seems more

to

and the
paradigm
but they still lack

a Chinese
in defining
that eco
community
into the larger society
to
nomically
yet culturally
integrated
clung
we
a
new
Chinese
to
it
is
clear
that
need
Hence,
heritage.
develop
specificity

theoretical
Louis

since

and precision

to interpret

model

the Chinese

American

in St.

community

the 1960s.

CHINESE URBAN COMMUNITIES AND URBAN STUDIES
Examination
the

1960s

and urban

of the Chinese

in the context
studies

of Chinese

further

propels the ever-evolving
Chinese
immigration

American

indicates

in St. Louis since
community
urban and suburban communities

the necessity

of a new

scholarly
interpretations.
to the United
States has been

theory

and

largely an urban
1 shows that in the

since the early twentieth century. Table
phenomenon
1930 census,
64 percent
of the 74,954 Chinese
in the United
in urban centers. A decade
resided
Chinese
later,
population

States
totaled

and 71 percent of them lived in major American
cities. By the
77,504
1950 census, more
than 90 percent of the Chinese
resided in
population
of Chinese
cities,30 and the trend continues upward. The urban presence
Americans
within

undoubtedly
Chinese American

identifies

urban

studies

as a significant

focus

studies.

other immigrant
settled predomi
groups, Chinese
immigrants
in
and
entry ports
nantly
major urban centers, where
they established
as Chinatowns.
their communities
known
to
Scholars
have attempted
Like
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Percentage

TotalYear
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970
1980
1990
2000

2005

TABLE 1
of Chinese Population in the U.S. by Urban
and Rural Residence,
1930-2000
Rural

Urban
47,970
55,028
109,036
225,527
417,032
787,548
1,605,841
2,375,871

74,954
77,504
117,140
236,048
431,583
812,178
1,645,472
2,432,585
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of American

Percentage

of Urban

26,98464.0
22,47671.0
90.5
8,104
95.5
10,557
14,55196.6
24,63097.0
39,63197.6
56,71497.7

Source: Figures of 1930 and 1940 are computed according to Shih-shan Henry
Tsai, The Chinese Experience inAmerica (Bloomington and Indianapolis, 1986),
105. The rest of the table is tabulated according to the U.S. Census, 1940-2000.
define

in terms of

Chinatown

its socioeconomic

in 1909 described
Mary Coolidge
a "quarter" in the city formed by Chinese
at home."31
make
themselves
Sociologist
Historian

and cultural

San Francisco

functions.
as

Chinatown

to "protect themselves
and to
a
Rose Hum Lee provided

as an area organized
"so
by Chinese
as well as to retain their cultural
aid and protection

of Chinatown

similar

description
journers for mutual

are "ghetto-like
Lee wrote,
formations
result
Chinatowns,
heritage."32
from
the
and
settlement
of
with
culture, religion,
persons
migration
ing
or race different
from those of members
of the
language,
ideology,
Chinatown
from the condition
of racial
Examining
as
a
P.
Bernard
viewed
it
discourse,
Wong
anthropologist
racially closed
while
it as "a Euro
Anderson
community,
Kay
geographer
interpreted
the most
creation."34
pean
comprehensive
Probably
scholarly
dominant

groups."33

conceptualization
Lai: "Chinatown

of Chinatown
in North

America

of Chinese

and economic
people
a
which
forms
unique component
oriental community
idiosyncratic

has been made
is characterized
activities

David
by geographer
a
concentration
by

in one

or more

of the urban fabric.
amidst an occidental

city blocks
an
It is basically
urban

environ

ment."35

Lai's

definition

downtown

ity to elucidate
1960s. In order
I develop
Chinatowns

of Chinatown

in
settlement
explains well the Chinese
an
to
its
in
demolition
but
shows
inabil
1966,
prior
the Chinese American
in the area since the
community
to contextualize
the model
of "cultural community"
that

St. Louis

a historiographical
study,
America
would be useful.
throughout

in this

examination

of

how
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to Rose Hum Lee's
Americans
study, Chinese
By 1940, according
across the country
in 28 cities; San Fran
Chinatowns
had established
were the largest, in that order. Of the
cisco, New York, and Los Angeles
or 53,497
in these
69 percent
77,504 Chinese,
country's
congregated
St.
Lee
this
omitted
Louis
from
list of
Chinatowns.36
Although
a
a
her
that
with
St.
Louis,
Chinatowns,
suggests
separate
study by
of 236 in 1940, should be ranked 22nd between
Chinese
population

Newark (259) andNew Orleans (230).37
settlement
has been an urban phenom
Chinese American
Although
the
in
studies
of
Chinatowns
America
have long been limited to
enon,
the three major Chinese urban communities
of San Francisco, New York,
on San
and Los Angeles
and their social structures. Numerous
works
Chinatown
have appeared.38 A rich body of literature on New
York Chinatown
also emerged. Bernard P. Wong,
for example,
analyzed
the dynamics
of the interpersonal
of the Chinese
and their
relationships
Francisco

to the economic

contributions

nity,39 their adaptation
lation of the patronage
meanwhile

argued,

York,40

and manipu
Peter Kwong

the

the appearance
of ethnic cohesion,
a polarized
was
Chinatown
community

Underneath

New

York

work

York
Kwong

including
and business
leaders engaged
in prop
and service workers
Chinese," manual

"Uptown Chinese,"
professionals
and "Downtown
erty speculation,
who had to work and rent a tenement
Zhou's

life of the commu

and the formation

and brokerage
there.41
systems
internal
structure
social
of New

examined

Chinatown.42

and social

well-being

in New

on the socioeconomic

in Chinatown.43
apartment
life in New York Chinatown

Min
chal

as an urban ghetto plagued
lenged the earlier notion of Chinatown
by
as
an
urban problems,
it
instead
enclave
with
viewing
strong
immigrant
on New York also proposed
socioeconomic
dif
potential.44
Scholarship
ferent models
than Chinatown.
on
Chen's work
the post
Hsiang-shui
1965 Taiwanese
in the neighborhoods
of Flushing
and
immigrants
Elmhurst
of Queens
asserted
that these communities
were no longer
as their residents

Chinatowns,

had scattered

Jan Lin's

New

study regarded
also investigated
the work
Chinatown
community?Chinese

groups.45
town.46 The writers
the New

and mixed
York

York

with

other ethnic
as a global
Chinatown
force and unionism within
hand

and
laundrymen
Yu
and
garment
represented
by Renqiu
Xiaolan
Bao respectively.47
some
More
have
scholars
utilized
recently,
a comparative
in their work.48
in Los
Chinatowns
approach
Finally,
have
attracted
also
attention
P.
Angeles
scholarly
recently.
Timothy
Chinese

Fong's

women

book

The First

workers?as

Suburban

Chinatown,

presented

the experiences
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residents

and analyzed
munity
John Horton
viewed
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the changing Monterey
Park com
strife there.49
inter-ethnic
political
of
Park as the
Monterey
diversity

within

the intra?and
the multiethnic

key to understanding
has been undergoing
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economy
city in a world whose
internationalization
of capital and labor.50

the middle-class

rapid
the Chinese
Tseng asserted
has formed multinuclear
concentrations
Yen-Fen

Angeles
ties in San Gabriel
the Chinese

The
Valley.
diaspora has made

the Pacific

Rim

inflow

in Los
economy
in suburban communi

ethnic

of capital

and entrepreneurs
from
an
the valley's
economy
integral part of
Leland T. Saito's
study also examined

economy.51
to Asian Americans'
Park, giving
Monterey
special attention
participa
a new model
tion in local political
Li proposed
Wei
of
campaigns.52
ethnic settlement?ethnoburbs
suburban ethnic clus
(ethnic suburbs),
areas and business

ters of residential
that are intertwined

with

districts

the global,

national,

in large metropolitan
and place-specific

areas
condi

tions.53

Studies meanwhile
social

have argued
socioeconomic

structure,

that Chinatown

also can be classified

and ethnic

functions,
by
compositions
and physical
schol
space. In terms of the social structure of Chinatowns,
ars are debating whether
are
Chinatowns
communities
of ethnic cohe
sion or ethnic-class
earlier works
looked at Chinatowns
cleavage. While
as communities
of order and ethnic harmony, more
recent studies by
Peter Kwong,
Chalsa Loo, and Jan Lin have viewed Chinatown
as op
a
communities
and polarized
where ethnic capitalists
and
pressive
politi
cal elite have exploited
those with
less education,
and
skills, money,
of
to
meet
but
also
have
had
from
this
knowledge
English,
challenges
group.
In terms

of

socioeconomic

functions

differed

over whether

Chinese

into American
immigrants
on the social and economic

focused
others

have

viewed

former

Chalsa

view,
found

assimilation.

Min

The

Loo,
confinement

Chinatowns

of ethnic communities,
problems
as
Chinatowns
successes.
ethnic economic
dynamic
and
represented
by Rose Hum Lee, Peter Kwong,
that the Chinatown masses were trapped in an ethnic

and thus hampered
Zhou's work,

Chinatown

in upward social mobility
and cultural
on the contrary,
that the
emphasized
new
to
immi
employment
opportunities

economy
provided
grants that would
help the social
and third generations.
In terms

of Chinatowns,
have
writers
of the
prevent the assimilation
some scholars have
society. While

would

of ethnic

composition

and cultural
and physical

integration
space

of the second
of Chinatowns,
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debate

has

centered

around whether
urban ghettos

Chinese

Chinatowns

or multi-ethnic

were

isolated

suburban

and ho

communities.

mogenous
The latter argument,
Chen, Timothy P. Fong,
represented by Hsiang-shui
Jan Lin, and Wei
Yen-Fen
the diverse
Li, asserted
that, with
Tseng,
new
socioeconomic
of
the
since
the
mid-1960s,
backgrounds
immigrants
the Chinese
but are mixed

are no

communities
with

longer homogenous

other ethnic

and urban-bound,
living in suburbs.

groups increasingly
that any settlement
includes two basic ele
and
social
space
space. Physical
space provides
geo
in which
the settlement
is defined and its members
graphical boundaries
interact with one another in a variety of economic,
social, and cultural

It is generally
ments:
physical

understood

activities.

While
the physical
the
space is easily recognizable,
a
not
of
is
demarcated
space
community
necessarily
clearly
by a
cal space and could extend beyond
the physical boundaries
of the
ment. Most
studies discussed
above have focused on the physical
of any given

Chinese

overlooking
ban Chinese

the social

Chinatowns
Chinatowns
urban
fit

centers,
the model

community,
spatial

whether

including
of urban

ethnic

space
or suburban,
thus
to the appearance
of subur

problem
boundaries.
The

City, Chicago,
in St. Louis,
or enclave.
Yet

the old Chinatown
ghetto

physi
settle

it is urban

aspect. Prior
there was
little

communities,
within
spatial
physical
in San Francisco, New York

social

interpreting
traditional

and many

other

unquestionably
ever since the

of suburban Chinese
such as Oakland
in the
emergence
communities,
San Francisco
in
New
and
area,
Bay
York,
Queens,
Flushing
Monterey
Park in Los Angeles,
scholars have faced the challenge
of how to inter
The suburban Chinatown
pret them accurately.
interpretation
by Timo
thy P. Fong has recognized
and the suburban Chinese

between
the urban ethnic enclave
continuity
communities.
the "ethnoburb"
By contrast,
model
Wei
Li
has
noted
contrast
the
between
the traditional urban
by
Chinese
settlement
and the ethnoburbs.54
Yen-Fen
Tseng has seen that
the expansive
manufacturing

growth
jobs

of upper-class
professional
jobs and service/petty
at the same time has created dual cities
in Los
Jan Lin has attributed congestion
in the inner city

Angeles.55
Similarly,
to the emergence
of "satellite Chinatowns"
in the suburban areas.56 Yet,
all of these models
on the geographical
focus primarily
of
parameters
the new Chinese
suburban settlements,
and thus are unable to explain an
a geographical
ethnic community without
concentration.
settlement
Clearly, without
looking at the social space of the Chinese
in St. Louis,
it is difficult
to explain
the causes behind
the emergence
and existence
of new suburban Chinese
communities
that have been
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with other ethnic groups. Since the physical
spa
not adequate
to explain these dispersed
is
suburban
tial definition
alone
one needs to study the socioeconomic
structures of the sub
settlements,
not only from their physical
communities
urban Chinese
spatial param
and blended

scattered

eters, but also from their social

spatial dimensions.

CHINESE AMERICANS IN ST. LOUIS:
HOP ALLEY AND BEYOND
This

section

examines

the evolution

of the St. Louis

Chinese

commu

to a cultural community. What was life
from a physical Chinatown
like
in
the absence
of first-hand written
Hop Alley?
Although
really
a
residents
has produced
for scholars,
records by Chinese
difficulty
use
of archival manuscripts
critical reading of media
and
reports and

nity

oral history materials
enables us to restore a more realistic picture of life
in Hop Alley
in the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries.
In 1894, Theodore
the
author of Sister Carrie
Dreiser,
(1900), who
was

went to
then a 23-year-old
reporter for the daily St. Louis Republic,
a
to
write
sensational
and
somewhat
about
biased
Chi
story
Hop Alley
nese in St. Louis. Here is an excerpt of the story.

the confines of St. Louis at present there are about 1,000 Chinese.
the same confines there are nearly half as many laundries operated
by Chinamen. The public is familiar with the Chinese
laundry and the
Chinese method of labor. It knows how they toil, is fully aware of their
manner of clothing themselves and has read endless accounts of what

Within
Within

they

eat

or are

supposed

. .

to eat..

St. Louis has no Chinatown and no specific Chinese quarters. The red
signs one can stumble across almost anywhere between De
Hodiamont and East St. Louis. She has no high-class opium-joint abomi
nations and no progressive Chinese emporium to which upper tendom
and white

pays homage and money at one and the same time. She has, however,
what it is difficult elsewhere to find?a Chinese rendezvous. In this ren
dezvous,

restaurants,

lounging

and

rooms,

smoking

a few

Chinese

fami

lies and general sociability prevail; and more, this rendezvous has the
patronage and good will of the entire Chinese element in this city.
When a St. Louis Chinaman wishes
to "blow himself
he takes the
cash
and
saunters
down
that
requisite
portion of South Eighth street lying
between Walnut and Market streets. Here he finds every opportunity to
dispose

of

his

week's

wages

or

laundries have been lost and won

profits,

or,

perhaps,

his

laundry?for

in this block. Sundays and Mondays

are
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days off in the laundry business. At noon Sundays all the laundries in the
city are closed for the day, and in a short time the different car lines begin
dropping Chinamen by ones and twos in the vicinity of Eighth and Mar
ket streets. Some straggle around on foot, and by 2 o'clock, it is safe to
in this block enjoying them
say, there are several hundred Mongolians
selves in a way peculiarly Chinese. The crowd shifts and changes all
afternoon and evening, but never grows less. As far as one sporty John
"goes broke" at the game of fan-tan another takes his place, and the
broken one stoically gazes on while the winner keeps on winning and the
loser

out.

drops

The more
rants

as

side

pretentious
issues.

of the resorts in this neighborhood

. . .The

more

pretentious

keepers

of

have restau

these

more

pre

tentious resorts have wives and oblique-eyed
babies, who are occasion
to
in
clad
the
tiniest little blue frocks,
disport themselves,
ally permitted
on the front steps of the paternal dwelling. It is usually when the morning
sun is streaming its genial rays into Eighth street that these little codgers
may be seen, and then for a not over-length period. John has discovered
are deeply interested in these queer little babies and are
"lat Melicans"
entirely too fond of stopping to enjoy their company.57

in St. Louis
indicates the economic
lengthy article on Chinese
as
a
of
the
Chinese
settlement
of
significance
early
peculiar component
as
the ethnically
diverse city. Raking
such
words
"Celestials,"
through
and "heathen,"
terms referring
to
"Chinaman,"
"Mongolians,"
popular

Dreiser's

Chinese

of the Victorian
widely-used
by writers
as well)
cultural
bias
about
great
(and
curiosity
in
St.
Louis.
general population

age, it also reveals a
the Chinese
among the

Dreiser's

the Chinese
in St.
laundries
report is the first to describe
It is, however,
whether
the
Chinese
had
questionable
population
reached
were
and
whether
500
about
Chinese
Other
1,000
operating.
sources fortunately
that more
than 300 Chinese
in the
dwelled
verify
most
of whom worked
in Chinese
hand laundries
in Hop
Chinatown,
Louis.

and the peripheral
area.58 Court records further note laundry as
Alley
the primary trade for Chinese
in St. Louis prior to the 1930s. In the first
of the twentieth
decades
St. Louis police
raided Chinatown
century,
and arrested Chinese
laborers without
of Resi
Certificates
frequently
dence. Most

of these Chinese
in Chinese
laborers worked
laundries. For
one
Jeu
of
the
arrested
Chinese
that he
claimed
instance,
Lime,
laborers,
was born into a Chinese merchant
in
San
in
In
Francisco
1881.
family
at
the
came
of
as
a
to
five
St.
Louis. He had worked
1886,
years, he
age
laundryman

in the past

several

years.59

Chu Dock

Yuck,

another

Chi
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in custody, was born in San Francisco
in 1881 and came to
in 1909. Since then, he had been working
in a hand laundry at
In addition
to the court records, the census also re
Street.60

laborer

St. Louis
Elm

450

Ethnic History

veals

information,
though laconic, about the Chinese
census
a Chinese man named Amon
recorded

1890
Chinese

hand

If the above

The
laundrymen.
Donn
running a

area.61
laundry in the St. Louis downtown
sources still seem sporadic or anecdotal

about

the Chi

laundrymen,
provided
atic and significant
data on the Chinese
hand laundry business.
in Gould's
hand laundries first appeared
St. Louis Directories

system
Chinese

nese

Gould's

hand

St. Louis Directories

in 1873.

In that year, six Chinese
laundries were
listed among
the total thirty
at 810 and 811 Pine Street, Hap Kee at
in the city: Ah Wah
laundries
at 12 South Sixth
at 623 Locust,
511 Market,
Lee Yee
Sing Chang
Lee at 320 Chestnut
Street, Wah
Street, and Yet Sing at 112 North
In the following
laundries
year, the number of Chinese
Chinese
laundries were
listed among the thirty-six
to
the city.63 The number of Chinese
laundries continued

Seventh

Street.62

almost

doubled?ten
of

laundries

Chinese
laundries were
listed, and
seventy-three
1889 Chinese
laundries
from
suddenly
disappeared
for reasons unknown.64

till 1888 when

increase
then

starting
the directory

from

to Gould's
According
1873 to 1889 constituted

St. Louis
the initial

the sixteen years from
Directory,
hand laundry
stage of the Chinese

this period, Chinese
laundries not only
During
in number, but also gradually
the boundaries
of
spread beyond
to
From
1873
laundries
clustered within
1879, Chinese
Alley.
in St. Louis.

business

increased
Hop

Chinatown,
mainly
and Elm
Locust,

along Sixth, Seventh, Eighth, Market, Chestnut, Pine,
streets. After
in the
1880, a few laundries opened
av
of Chinatown
such as Washington
and Chouteau

area
peripheral
the majority
in the Chinese
still remained
district.65
enues, while
Chinese
hand laundries started to reappear
in Gould's
St. Louis

Di

as the primary
the laundry business
continued
1911,
rectory
of
in
Chinese
St.
Louis
until
the
the
end
of
1930s. During
occupation
these decades,
the heyday of the Chinese
in St.
hand laundry business
two distinctive
features?clan
domination
and geographical
dis
Louis,
from

persion?characterized
Sing, Wah,
The Lee,
quently.66

Leong,

and

Chinese
and Wing

hand

laundries.

appeared
Sing, and Wah

Surnames

in the directories

of Kee,
most

Lee,
fre

in the
clans predominated
1920s
1910s;
joined
by the Kee, Leong, Lum, Wing,
and Yee
clans. Since
St. Louis Directory
1927, Gould's
began to list
as Chinese
Chinese
hand laundries under a separate heading
laundries,
these were

Lung,

in the
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than 60 percent of the total laundries in the city.
comprised more
In the listings, Lee and Sing stood out as two most frequent
surnames.
The predominance
of certain clans in the Chinese
illus
laundry business

which

trates at least two important implications
ethnic adaptation.
First,

regarding patterns of immigra
it reveals
that many
Chinese
common
links of chain immigration;

tion and urban

came to America
as
laundrymen
surnames well
indicate the blood tie or lineage among
it speaks of the necessity
of ethnic networking
Second,
a business.

operating

with

Along
among

the laundrymen.
in initiating and

clan

the Chinese

was
evident
domination,
geographical
dispersion
hand laundries from the 1910s to 1930s. Unlike
the

laun
early stage of the Chinese
laundry business when most Chinese
dries were
concentrated
in the Chinese
now
business
the Chi
district,
nese laundries were scattered
the
The
dis
throughout
city.
geographical
was
a
result
of
the
of
the
Chinese
persion
partially
self-governance
in order to prevent
the Chinese
laun
community
among
competition
dries. On Leong Merchants
business
organization

nese

and Laborers
founded

the primary Chi
Association,
in 1909 and the de facto Chinese

in St. Louis, ruled that "there was only one Chinese
government
laundry
allowed within
the perimeter
of a mile" and the violation
of the restric
tion could result in unexpected
or murder of the offender.67
catastrophe
Intimidated

abided by
by the power of On Leong, Chinese
laundrymen
the rule. More
the Chinese
followed
the rule of
importantly,
laundrymen
the market?supply
and demand?to
a Chi
operate a laundry wherever
nese
was
Since
the
of
clientele
the
Chinese
laundry
lacking.
primary
hand laundry was non-Chinese,
it was natural for Chinese
laundries to
the demand. This trait was not unique to
spread out in the city to meet
Chinese
in St. Louis; a similar pattern was found in the Chi
laundries
nese urban communities
of San Francisco,
New York, Chicago,
and
Milwaukee.68
Dreiser's
Chinese
Although
story failed to mention
stores,
grocery
had
as
another
in St.
business
they
already emerged
important Chinese
for
Chinese
and laundry supplies
Louis, providing
ingredients
cooking
for hand laundries. Gould's
St. Louis Directory
first listed two Chinese
in 1888.69 From the 1890s to 1900s, Chinese
grocers
grocers slowly but
from four to six,70 but the years between
1912 and
increased,
steadily
1914 witnessed
a sudden
increase to a total of a dozen.71 During
the
the
number
of
Chinese
decreased
but
1920s,
remained
grocers
steady,
with a half dozen listed
regularly.72
Different
from Chinese
hand laundries
that primarily
served non
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across
the city, grocery
dispersed
clustered
and
community
consequently
the patterns prevailing
district, resembling

therefore

to the Chinese

catered

Ethnic History

business

In the 1900s, these grocery stores
from
tea, cigars, cooking
China,
imported
including
Chinese
cloth with
embroidered
parts, and sup
intricately

in other urban Chinese

communities.73

sold merchandise

ingredients,
stores also sold locally pro
grocery
plies for laundries. The Chinese
farm
and fish delivered
duced fresh fruits, vegetables,
daily by Chinese
ers on the other side of the river in Illinois. Many
stores
of the Chinese
to Chinese

also handled

the ordering and shipping of supplies
in the southern and southwestern
states.74

laborers

offers a good example
of how the
family history
were
a Chi
stores
The
owned
grocery
operated.
Leong family
restaurant downtown
store in Hop Alley
and a grocery
during the

Annie

Leong's

Chinese
nese

1920s and

1930s. They ordered merchandise
for their grocery store from
in San Francisco,
New York,
and Chicago.
Annie
Leong
and her brothers
after
their
time
school
in the family
spent
working
store. Annie Leong
recalled her childhood
grocery
experiences
retailing

wholesalers

goods: "We got them on credit and we have thirty days to pay. If you
don't have a good credit, you have to pay right away. They gave us
wholesale
price, and we retail them. The whole
family helps to do the
business. After the operation whatever
is left is our profit."75
In addition
Louis

to grocery

with

single
and operate
rants. Richard

Ho's

then

10-year-old
Richard Ho later worked
new

stores.

Chinese

merchants

Oriental

Tea was

father was

Richard

deliver

some

in St.

a
general
as early as the 1920s. Bigger
stores
than most grocery
the Oriental Tea had several partners to finance
ownership,
the store, and sold supplies to Chinese
laundries and restau

operated
in business

store

businesses,
merchandise

a partner of the Oriental Tea, who
to St. Louis
from Canton, China,
in the store as a driver of a small panel

Ho

such

brought
in 1928.
truck to

laundries and restaurants and accepted
goods to Chinese
from them for the next round.76 The operation
of the Chi

ordered

orders

nese general merchandise
on theWest
counterparts
Chinese

restaurants

in St. Louis
business
were first established
took a half-day
who
restaurants

to satisfy

stores

in St. Louis well resembled
that of their
as
in
documented
Coast,
scholarly writings.77
and chop suey shops also had been part of the

Chinatown.
The Chinese
restaurants
to serve the Chinese workers, mostly
off on Sunday
and came
afternoon
a week-long

craving

for good

Chinese

in St. Louis
laundrymen
to Chinese
food. Most
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of these

were

restaurants

located

as the Chi

in the Hop Alley
district,
here for socialization

come

and recre
laundrymen would normally
some of the Chinese
ation on Sunday. Around
the turn of the century,
restaurants not only served dishes for casual eaters, but also began to

nese

cater banquets
for special occasions
such as weddings
and holiday
cel
ebrations. Dishes
for these special occasions
could range from $2 to $20
a plate, far more expensive
than the regular price of 40 to 80 cents.78
Restaurants
with
such capacity would
be quite lucrative. Some of the
Chinese

restaurant

business

and

owners

could

thus

could make
take on

a more

a handsome

income

from

the

One
appearance.
as
restaurant owner, described
downtown
Chinese
the
media
"a
by
dap
dressed stylishly with a "mohair suit, lavender silk
per little Chinaman,"
stud and Panama hat."79
hose, and tan shoes, diamond
When
Chinese
food became more popular
in the first decades
of the
twentieth

American

more

in St. Louis. Both
chop suey shops emerged
restaurants not only served Chinese
chop suey shops and larger Chinese
and African Americans.
eaters, but also catered to European Americans
a
Annie Leong's
restaurant
Chinese
at 714 Market
Street
parents opened
century,

in St. Louis

in 1924. The

restaurant

served Cantonese

cuisine

of shark

fins, bird nests, steamed fish, barbecued
pork, duck, and rooster to Chi
nese guests from China and other places
in the United
States.
It also
came
received
local
American
customers
who
from theaters
frequently
downtown

in the late evenings.80
to grocery
stores and restaurants, Chinese merchants
also
tea
run
The
was
earliest
tea
recorded
in
Alia
Lee
opened
shops.
shop
by
1859 located at 106 North Tenth Street.81 After that, Alia Lee's tea
shop
and residence changed locations several times, mostly
outside Chinatown,
listed in the St. Louis Directory
until 1880.82
yet it was continuously
Alia Lee came to St. Louis
in 1857 at the age of twenty-four
and mar
a
ried
named Sarah Graham, who bore several chil
young Irish woman
In addition

dren

for him.

The

income

from

the tea shop

supported

Lee

and his

growing family.83
The Great Depression

the Chinese
St. Louisans
and re
dispersed
their economy.
The Depression
caused at least two demographic
in St. Louis: the movement
of Chinese
changes among Chinese
popula
tion from St. Louis
to China and other states of the country and the
shuffled

hand laundry. During
gradual decline of the Chinese
the century,
the population
of Chinese
in Missouri
increasing

from 449

in 1900,

to 535

in 1910, 412

the first decades
had been
in 1920,

of

steadily
and 634 by

Journal of American
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1929. Ten years later, however,
fifty percent decrease.
economic

Facing

the figure
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to 334,

had dropped
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a

almost

saw their hope
immigrants
to return to
and decided

Chinese

many

difficulty,
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and saving money
of working
diminishing
in the 1930s. They
made
China. Lillie Hong's
such a decision
parents
their eldest daughter Lillie, who was seventeen
married
years old, to a
In return, they
in
Chinese
her
senior
1935.
twenty years
laundryman
received

in dowry money
from Lillie's
husband, with which
$1,000
they
to return to China with
their younger
Some St.
children.84

were

able

Louis

Chinese

better

economic

Louis with
Chinese

to California, New York, or other
Lillie Hong's
childhood
opportunity.

went

in search of

friends

in the 1930s, most for California.85
in the 1930s and
who
left St. Louis

their families

St. Louisans

later established
After World
another

states

in northern

small colonies
War

transformation.

II, the Chinese
The wartime

economic

the
a few

1940s,

California.86
in St. Louis

population
economic

witnessed

and prosperity
the greatest
enjoyed

recovery

in the postwar years, when Americans
of the century. The gross
expansion

continued

all left St.
Among

national

product

rose

from $200 billion in 1945 to almost $300 billion in 1950 and over $500
billion
also

1960. Reflecting
The major
expanded.

the national

by

Company,

Union

Chemical,
in St. Louis

Electric,
and McDonnell

to 1,262,145
Americans
moved
1940

Southwestern

trend, the St. Louis
economy
such as St. Louis Union
Trust

to St. Louis,

Ralston-Purina,
rapidly. Economic

grew
expansion
from other parts of the country as well
of St. Louis jumped from 1,090,278
in

The population
in 1950 and

1,263,145

in I960.87

As

from China,
professionals
and physicians?also

scientists,

Hong

Monsanto

Bell,

Aircraft

newcomers

attracted

as from overseas.

businesses

Kong?engineers,
city for better economic
opportunity.
the urban renewal movement
Meanwhile,

in St. Louis

thousands

of

and
Taiwan,
came to the
was

threaten

existence
of the city's Chinatown.
ing the physical
Starting from 1955,
the Redevelopment
land.
The 454-acre Mill
Authority
began clearing
Creek Valley
site between Lindell-Olive
and Scott avenues was cleared
in 1955, and Twentieth
Street and Grant Avenue
in 1959. Next,
the
to be demolished.
downtown
district was
A group of downtown
busi
nessmen
formed the Civic Center Redevelopment
that con
Corporation
tracted with

the Land

out the downtown
old residences,

Clearance

renewal

for Redevelopment
project. The century-old

and industries

were

to be razed

Authority
commercial

to make

to carry

district,
room for thirty
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four

industrial buildings,
and exten
twenty-six
The centerpiece
of the downtown
and loading facilities.88
Busch Stadium;
the Chinatown
district was earmarked
for

commercial

sive parking
renewal was

buildings,

its parking lot.
The Chinese
deep

sorrow

early

February
Fot Choy,"
prosperous New

Hay

to the downtown

renewal

with

but no organized
In
resistance.
Chinatown
residents
each
other
1963,
greeted
"Gung
but wondered
if they were going to have a "happy and
to move,

Many who grew up in the alleys of Chinatown
re
imminent disappearance.
The elder bachelors
or in the apartment
above
the Chinese
businesses

Year."89

the district's

lamented

in the flats

sided

reacted

community
and a reluctance

The Chinese
leaders were
they should move.
of the community.
The presidents
prepared than other members
of On Leong were not sure if the Association
to a new
would move

buildings
no more

worried

where

of the buildings
in the Chinatown
building. By 1965, about three-quarters
district had been purchased
by the Civic Center Redevelopment
Corpo
of the Civil Center were negotiating
with the On
ration, and the officials
to purchase

Leong

two buildings

owned

by

the Association.

On Leong

finally bought a building at 1509 Delmar by the end of 1965.90 On
of Asia Restaurant,
long a favorite
eating
and
the
last
in Chinatown,
place
remaining business
quietly signaled the end of an old and respected St. Louis neighborhood.
Three days later, On Leong moved
its headquarters
to 1509 Delmar.
Two weeks
later the last building
was
in Chinatown
leveled. "Hop Al

August

1, 1966, the close
for many St. Louisans

ley" quietly
When
survival,
census,
decade

vanished.

the St. Louis Chinatown
and On Leong were
for
struggling
the city received
its new arrivals from China. According
to the
in St. Louis area totaled 663. A
by 1960, the Chinese
population
the
Chinese
had more
than doubled,
later,
population
reaching

1,451. By 1980, the Chinese
two decades.91
within

population

was

2,418,

a fourfold

increase

from the 1960s, the economy
of Chinese
St. Louisans
also
Beginning
a remarkable
underwent
transformation.
While
the Chinese
hand laun
one by one, Chinese
dries disappeared
restaurants mushroomed
through
out the area, especially
in shopping malls
and plazas. As the occupa
tional shift from hand laundries
to restaurants
took place,
the newly
arrived Chinese American
were
recruited
professionals
mostly
by a num
ber of major employers
of the region?Washington
Monsanto
University,
to Pharmacia
Chemical
in 2001), McDonnell-Douglas
(changed
(later
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to Boeing when purchased by that corporation
in 1999), Ralston
and
Anheuser-Busch.
Emerson
Purina,
Electric,
in St. Louis af
the Chinese
Several characteristics
marked
economy
changed

ter the

were
restaurant businesses
associated
First, the Chinese
on ethnic networking
nature of dependence
in labor and
on mainstream
and dependence
society in the market. On the one
1960s.

a dual

with

capital
hand, Chinese

restaurant

and Southeast

Asia.92

on ethnic networks
for col
depended
a
characteris
and
laborers,
lecting capital, recruiting
ordering supplies,
in America,
tic common
Chinese
businesses
Canada,
among overseas
business

to start a restaurant business
often came
Capital
and loans from members
of kinship groups. Labor

from family savings
ers were
recruited mostly

from unpaid family members
and underpaid
were
at
wholesale
ordered
price from
Supplies
to the op
Ethnic networks
thus were
indispensable

or clansmen.

relatives

ethnic wholesalers.
eration

of the Chinese

restaurant

business

in St. Louis.

restaurant
the other hand, as a food service industry, the Chinese
also had to rely on the consumers
businesses
they served, not only
as well. The
Chinese
but
of
all
ethnic
customers,
patrons
backgrounds
On

on the mainstream
restaurants
of Chinese
dependence
the
ethnic
clientele
connected
Chinese
economy
inevitably

for its
society
with the larger

a profitable market
with
and to reduce competition
to
restaurants
the
Chinese
had
be
co-nationals,
dispersed,
geographically
success of individual Chinese
the survival and possible
which
enabled
To find

economy.

restaurants,
centrations

but also

hindered

them from

in any given geographic
restaurant businesses
sion of Chinese

sible for the absence

of a Chinese

forming
locality. The
in St. Louis

business

ethnic

con

business

geographical
was partially

disper
respon

district.

a complete
the Chinese
Second,
professionals
professional
enjoyed
with
in
and economic
the
integration
larger society. Primarily
employed
were
mainstream
from
sheltered
the
ups
enterprises,
they
major
risking
to the
of running a small business
but completely
subjugated
force of the larger society for livelihood
and career advance
about the larger economy
they were more concerned
Consequently,

and downs
economic
ment.

than about
The
ethnic

the Chinese

duality
business

ethnic

of the Chinese
sector

ests

of

businesses

with

ties in both

the

and mainstream

gration of Chinese
professionals
tion of a new type of Chinese
without

economy.
restaurant

and the economic
inte
economy
if not determined,
the forma
affected,
a community
in St. Louis,
community

boundaries
but dominated
physical
its members.
the urban
Meanwhile,

inter
cultural
by common
movement
renewal
repeat
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to build a physical
the community's
Chinese
attempts
edly frustrated
was
St. Louis's
commercial
district. Hop Alley,
historic
Chinatown,
in
demolished
after the 1950s for urban renewal. Urban renewal projects
the 1970s halted
Boulevard.
ment

The

a new Chinatown

to build

efforts

Chinese
concerns

and fears

that future

would

nullify any Chinatown-building
Chinese
St. Louisans
from making
plans
the denigrating
while
associated
stereotypes

urban

on Delmar

renewal

develop

effort

effectively
prevented
a Chinatown,
to redevelop
with Chinatowns
discour

in the community
aged many
Yet there still was a need

from pursuing
that objective.93
for the existence
of an ethnic community
in
to succeed,
and to secure the achievements.
The sur
now were not so much focused on economic
needs as

to survive,
and security
since most
previously,
order

vival

enjoyed

a middle-class

emotional,
to preserve

and political
the Chinese

in the region

Chinese

Rather,

lifestyle.
needs. Culturally,

were

they now
Chinese

and
professionals
focused on cultural,
St. Louisans
needed

lose as the
identity they feared they might
establishment
of Chinese-language
schools
culture were the direct results of the desire

ethnic

The
population
dispersed.
and celebrations
of Chinese

to preserve
cultural identity. Although
most of the Chinese
profession
into the larger society,
the feelings
of
ally and economically
integrated
cultural displacement
an
and cultural conflict
from
resulting
immigrant
life caused
issues

emotional

and values

with

anxieties

that could

other members

to protect their socioeconomic
the Chinese
had to form
progress,

be

soothed

of the ethnic

better

by

community.
and to make

sharing
More

achievements
further
a single and louder voice; an ethnic
serve as means
of political
These cul
community would
empowerment.
and political
needs therefore validated
the existence
of
tural, emotional,
an ethnic community.
commu
Thus, in the place of a physical Chinese

over,

cultural community
nity, a Chinese
emerged.
Different
from many of the Chinese American
communities
through
out the country, the cultural community
in St. Louis did not have identi
fiable

Instead, the cultural community was defined
physical boundaries.
social boundaries
of community
Chinese
churches,
organizations,
and Chinese-language
as
as
well
the
restau
schools,
dispersed Chinese
and
other
service businesses.
rants, grocery
stores,
these, of
Although
course, did occupy
structures,
physical
they did not form a physical
nor commercial
Chinatown
district since they were scattered throughout
the city. However,
the cultural activities
sponsored by these community
a
sense
of
the
organizations
generated
that, in turn, defined
community
cultural community's
social/emotional
The
cultural community
space.

within
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can be understood

therefore

in two dimensions:

of the cultural
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and
physical
or community

institutions

2005

social/

emotional.
facilities
orga
the physical
either owned or rented, constituted
space of the
nizations,
took place in these facilities
created
cultural community.
The activities
on the
the social space of the cultural community.
The latter depended
but was more

former
cultural
Unlike

community.
other types of Chinese

the physical

than the former

significant

communities

with

community

was

of the cultural

space
for much

of the

for the creation

physical boundaries,
undefined
and often

structure oc
of the community
organizational
In contrast,
the social
space.
space of the
physical
was visible
the Chi
cultural community
and easily recognizable
when
were
classes
and
held, religious
convened,
nese-language
congregations
cultural activities
took place. The three components
that defined
its
unidentifiable,
cupied no fixed

social boundaries were the community
Chinese
churches,
organizations,
and Chinese-language
schools. These also help us understand
the cul
tural community's
social/emotional
dimension.
The new

in St. Louis included
organizations
community
the
St.
Louis
Society,
Chapter of the Organization
the
Americans
St.
Louis
Taiwanese
Association,
(OCA),

the St. Louis

Chinese

of Chinese
the St. Louis

Chinese

the Chinese
and the Chinese
Jaycees,
Liberty Assembly,
tural Center (the St. Louis Overseas
Chinese Educational
Activity

churches
consisted
of the St. Louis Gospel
ter). The Chinese
the St. Louis Chinese Christian Church, Taiwanese
Presbyterian
St. Louis Chinese Baptist Church, Lighthouse
Chinese Church,
Chinese

Lutheran

Cul
Cen

Church,
Church,
St. Louis

Lutheran

Asian Ministry
in St. Louis, Lutheran
in St. Louis,
Chinese
Missions
St.
Ministries,
Light
Louis Tabernacle
of Joy, Mid-America
Buddhist Association,
St. Louis
Tzu-Chi
St. Louis Amitabha
Buddhist
Foundation,
Learning Center, St.
Church,

Hour

Louis

of Christ

International

Chinese
St. Louis

language
Chinese

Buddhist
schools

and St. Louis Falun Dafa. The
Association,
were
the St. Louis Chinese Academy
and the

Language
the very beginning,
some
institutions,
possessed
the physical
dimension
of
From

School.
the cultural

community,
characteristics.

unique
the cultural

as framed

by these
First, in examining
the absence
of a

community,
commu
concentration
of physical
structures,
geographical
facilitating
to
was
activities
Chinese
American
evident.
culture,
nity
relating
Nearly
none of the Chinese
owned or rented property
community
organizations
or as places for their meetings
either as headquarters
and other activi
ties. Instead, the Chinese
convened
inmeeting
community
organizations
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rooms

available

board members
their public
a permanent

at institutions
and rented

cultural

society or at homes of
or
for
public facilities
private
most Chinese
churches did have

of the mainstream
from

spaces

activities.

Although
for their congregations,
structure, either rented or owned,
were
in
scattered
suburban
The Chinese-language
they
municipalities.
schools
stable
for
their regular weekend
locations
similarly
required

to rent rooms from churches or educational
institu
classes, but managed
con
tions to meet
their needs for space. The absence of a geographical
centration
of cultural
facilities
resulted
from
the
residential
partially
of Chinese
St. Louisans
who
had spread among
suburban
pattern
middle?or
but
from the
upper-middle-class
neighborhoods,
partially
to
decisions
Chinese
St.
out of
Louisans
shun
ethnic
concentration
by
fear of racial profiling.94
Second,
professionals
the
litically,
professionals,

in the cultural

Po
community.
from Taiwan,
had been the
established
and
community.
They

predominated

those

especially
of the cultural
power holders
of the community
and institutions.
operated most
organizations
They
were primarily
for all the cultural activities
and events that
responsible
key

in the community.
took place
Cultural
rather than economic
interest
the
of
involvement
the
in
the
cultural
explains
professionals
community.
into the larger society and therefore
They were economically
integrated
had

little vested

interest in exploiting
the ethnic community
for eco
an
but
still
own
needed
ethnic
for
their
benefit,
they
community
cultural welfare
and that of their offspring.
or confrontation,
in other types of
Third, a class cleavage
present
was
Chinese American
in
absent
the
Chinese
cultural com
communities,
nomic

in St. Louis. There the distinction
between
munity
masses
was
as
and
blurred
both the community

the community
elite
leaders and members

to the same socioeconomic
a working
bracket. Although
class
belonged
existed in the cultural community
of St. Louis,
itwas dispersed
through
out the city in the kitchens
of Chinese
restaurants
and in the back of
Chinese
influential
Without

grocery stores and thus was
social force.
physical
cohesive,

boundaries,
and tightly

unable

to develop

into a visible

and

a
still proved
community
structure. Though without
and cultural
institu
organizations

the cultural
knit

ethnic

functional,
the myriad
concentrations,
physical
tions still created a visible and indispensable
ethnic community.
Through
its wide
and events,
the cultural community
effec
array of activities
and
them
rendered
invaluable
social/
tively bound its members
together
emotional

services.

The

cultural

community

thus proved

itself an alter
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After

a physical
ethnic concentra
when
community,
to construct.
difficult
ethnic community
and a physical
its building period from the 1960s to 1980s, the Chinese Ameri

in the

braced
students

community
1990s and

in St. Louis

a stage

entered

of rapid develop
it em
Demographically,

the early 21st

century.
population
including a large number of Chinese
China
and professionals
from mainland
since the late 1980s.

a more

The presence
ment within
numbers

2005
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can cultural
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for ethnic

native model
tion was
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diverse

of mainland

Chinese

the cultural

of business

of the teaching of simplified
and the growing
schools,
language
community

in the structural

realign
in the increasing
from China, the incorpo

that is embodied

community
owners and professionals

ration

Association?a

has resulted

Chinese
influence

organization

characters
of

in the Chinese

the St. Louis

Chinese

consisting

of main

primarily

land Chinese.
The

in the
also is reflected
rapid growth of the cultural community
of
the
and
the
of
media
diversification
development
Chinese-language
the new ethnic economy.
The birth and growth of the Chinese-language
in promoting
have been monumental
the Chi
press in the community
nese ethnic economy,
Asian
American
ethnic
and
heritage,
preserving
a bridge between
the Chinese
American
cultural community
forming
In 1990, St. Louis Chinese American News was
and the larger society.
to meet
established
the needs of the ethnic community.
Another Chinese
St. Louis Chinese Journal, was
newspaper,
ethnic economy
of the cultural community

founded

in 1996. The

is more

new
it em

diversified;
not only a growing
and more competitive
food service
industry,
but also the rapidly expanding
nontraditional
service
industries of real
braces

architecture
and design,
insurance, construction,
legal con
auto
and
service.95
sultation, accounting,
computer
repair,
the cultural community
has become more politicized
than
Meanwhile,
ever before. The complexity
of the community
has divided
its members
estate, health,

lines of linguistics,
along various
origins of birth, professional
training
and occupations,
and cultural in
inclinations,
political
religious beliefs,
are profoundly
terests. While
the Chinese
St. Louisans
divided,
they are
at the same time united under the common
to
interest and commitment
and promoting
the ethnic Chinese American
culture
preserving
and improving
their conditions
socioeconomic
protecting
through
empowerment.
gration and political

and

to

inte
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CONCLUSION
It is known

that members
and cultural

organizations
as historian Oscar

in social
group congregate
ethnic identity. In Boston,
has written,
different groups of immigrants
social organizations:
in
"Canadians
gathered

activities

Handlin

their own ethnic

all formed

of an ethnic

to foster

the British

Colonial
Scotsmen
old customs,
Society while
preserved
their
to
danced
the
and
familiar
kilts,
games,
sported
bagpipe,
played
either in the ancient Scots Charitable
the Boston
Scottish Soci
Society,
Club (1853). Germans,
who felt that Americans
ety, or the Caledonian
lacked Gemuthlichkeit,
established
independent
often affiliated with native ones."96 These

which

ethnic

identity and eased
In St. Louis,
earlier

the daily

fraternal
social

organizations
enhanced

groups

of uprooted peoples.
such as the Germans,
the
groups,
a similar identity
had experienced

copings

immigrant

city's largest immigrant population,
the conventional
of immigrant
forging process. Questioning
perception
as "ethnic ghettos"
communities
in her work on St. Louis Germans
from
that there was no "homogenous
1850-1920,
Audrey L. Olson contended
physical
Germans

community"
in St. Louis

established
common

scores

of Germans

in St. Louis.

in the late nineteenth

of vereine

or societies.

trait in that "they were

In its place, however,
the
and early twentieth centuries
The various
societies
shared a

an untrans
of Gemuthlichkeit,
and
camaraderie
conviviality,
good fellowship,
love of celebrations,
card playing,
praise of this so-called German way
of life, and all of these washed
over by flowing
kegs of good
lager
beer."97 The reasons behind
the flourishing
are
vereine, Olson wrote,
.
.
.
a
of
"the
lack
of
and
purpose,"
"diversity
physical community
mobility
patterns," and "dissension
among Germans."98
Though
lacking a coher
ent physical
the heterogeneous
Germans were able to hold
community,
latable

carriers

term connoting

their

cultural habits
immigrant
community
together
through common
and
a community,
recreations.
Such
customs,
traditions,
holiday
on
focused
was
cultural
defined by Olson as "a gem?tlich
largely
unity,

and

community."99

Even the smaller immigrant groups in St. Louis, such as the
Japanese,
also enjoyed a comparable
a half-century
later. In a study by
experience
Inoue on the recent Japanese Americans
in St. Louis,
the author
Miyako
noted
the lack of a physical
as most
American
Japanese
community,
in the 1980s resided
in white neighborhoods,
be
Japanese Americans
and associated
with white
friends. However
churches,
longed to white
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into the main
the Japanese
the Germans,
assimilated
as
a
their
residential
result
of
dispersed
society
pattern.100
in
structure similar to the cultural community
A Chinese
community
from

different
stream

Prior toWorld War
II,
City, Missouri.
in the city. The majority were bach
elors from the siyi district or "four counties" of Taishan, Xinhui, Kaiping,
in the
concentrated
in Guangdong
and Enping
Province,
China, who
medicine
businesses.
and
traditional
Chinese
restaurant,
grocery,
laundry,
St. Louis

about

in Kansas

is also found

Chinese

four hundred

lived

three grocery
than thirty hand laundries, over twenty restaurants,
were
of Chinese medicine
stores, and three doctors
by the
protected
in
The Chinese
On Leong.
chief community
population
organization,
Kansas City drastically
declined after the war when most Chinese moved

More

In the early 1950s, a few
at
and St.
St. Joseph Hospital
Chinese
students and resident physicians
restaurant owners constituted
all the
and two Chinese
Luke's Hospital
in Kansas City. More Chinese moved
into the city in
Chinese population
areas

to the coastal

or returned

to China.

a majority

in the Midwest
Center at
Research
working
at Kansas
of Missouri
the University
City and the Kansas University
and technicians.
Other Chinese
Medical
Center as scientists
profession
small busi
and
accountants?and
als?architects,
professors,
engineers,
ness owners also gradually
In
the
1966, about 150
joined
community.
the

1960s, with

in Kansas

Chinese
to decide

to form

to celebrate
City gathered
the Kansas
City Chinese

Year
Kansas
1973,
lished

celebrations

New

Year

and

of
Association,
composed
the Chinese Association
has been

then,
for the Chinese New
responsible
organization,
and other cultural activities. After
the 1970s, the Tai

mainly
professionals.101
the dominant
community
wanese

Since

the Chinese

Chinese

constituted
the majority
in
of the Chinese
professionals
and
the
Kansas
In
formed
Chinese
City
City
Liberty Assembly.
the Greater Kansas
School was
estab
City Chinese
Language
to teach the classic Chinese
Two decades
characters.102
later, in

restaurant owners
the Kansas
formed
1993, the Chinese
City Chinese
Restaurant Association.103
A second Chinese
language school, the Kan
sas City Modern
was
in 1999 teach
Chinese Language
founded
School,
to serve the growing population
characters
from
ing simplified Chinese
In the same year, a group of professional
mainland
China.104
musicians
initiated the Kansas
The rich
Association.105
City Chinese Musicians
and diverse cultural events sponsored by the community
cultural institu
tions and organizations
City.106
The above

cases

have
indicate

constituted

a cultural

that throughout

community

American

history,

in Kansas
whether
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or inmore
or in hinterland, whether
inmajor metropolises
or
most
remote urban centers,
ethnic groups whether
small, craved
large
instituted a broad range of ethnic
for ethnic cohesion
and consequently

on the coasts

social

and cultural

organizations

the social

celebrations.

and cultural

a physical
ethnic
become
inte
organizations
When

existed,
community
a physical
was
ethnic community
When
gral parts of the community.
absent, the social and cultural organizations
emerged as the community
a
or the local vari
cultural
thus
infrastructure,
community
constituting
ants of a cultural

community.
The history of Chinese
St. Louisans
from Chinatown
tion of this population

of a cultural

demonstrates
residents

a significant
transi
to Chinese Americans

the old Chinatown,
which was physi
district of St. Louis,
the new Chinese

Unlike
community.
in
situated
the downtown

cally
cultural

in metropolitan
that emerged
St. Louis
since the
community
or residential
does not physically
contain either a commercial
concentration.
the Chinese American
cultural community
in
However,
1960s

an "imagined
community,"
a
but
real
Anderson,107
community

to borrow

is not

St. Louis
Benedict
area and

measured

a notion

without
space. It is a community
physical
identifiable
social connections.
The myriad

social

but with

clearly
and cultural
organizations

institutions

have

from

by both physical
boundaries,

community
as community
infra
and symbolic
embodiment
of
served

in forming a physical
structures, essential
the cultural community.
The wide array of cultural and political
activi
ties taking place in the community
has supplied abundant opportunities
for substantial
and meaningful
and intergroup
interactions
interpersonal
that constitute
modern

the social

approach

favors

As the post
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